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NEW QUESTION: 1
A healthcare services company is concerned about the growing
costs of software licensing for an application for monitoring
patient wellness. The company wants to create an audit process
to ensure that the application is running exclusively on Amazon
EC2 Dedicated Hosts. A DevOps Engineer must create a workflow
to audit the application to ensure compliance. What steps
should the Engineer take to meet this requirement with the
LEAST administrative overhead?
A. Use AWS Config. Identify all EC2 instances to be audited by

enabling Config Recording on all Amazon EC2 resources for the
region. Create a custom AWS Config rule that triggers an AWS
Lambda function by using the "config-rule-change-triggered"
blueprint. Modify the Lambda evaluateCompliance () function to
verify host placement to return a NON_COMPLIANT result if the
instance is not running on an EC2 Dedicated Host. Use the AWS
Config report to address noncompliant instances.
B. Use AWS Systems Manager Configuration Compliance. Use calls
to the put-compliance- items API action to scan and build a
database of noncompliant EC2 instances based on their host
placement configuration. Use an Amazon DynamoDB table to store
these instance IDs for fast access. Generate a report through
Systems Manager by calling the list-compliance- summaries API
action.
C. Use custom Java code running on an EC2 instance. Set up EC2
Auto Scaling for the instance depending on the number of
instances to be checked. Send the list of noncompliant EC2
instance IDs to an Amazon SQS queue. Set up another worker
instance to process instance IDs from the SQS queue and write
them to Amazon DynamoDB. Use an AWS Lambda function to
terminate noncompliant instance IDs obtained from the queue,
and send them to an Amazon SNS email topic for distribution.
D. Use AWS CloudTrail. Identify all EC2 instances to be audited
by analyzing all calls to the EC2 RunCommand API action. Invoke
an AWS Lambda function that analyzes the host placement of the
instance. Store the EC2 instance ID of noncompliant resources
in an Amazon RDS MySOL DB instance. Generate a report by
querying the RDS instance and exporting the query results to a
CSV text file.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer is upgrading the legacy access points to 802.11ac
Wave 2 capable access points.
The existing gigabit uplinked switches provide 802.3at. Which
switch limitation is a concern?
A. high availability
B. interface throughput
C. output power
D. collision domains
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What happens when the Sprint is cancelled?
A. The completed Sprint Backlog items are evaluated for a
release and incomplete items are discarded
B. The completed Sprint Backlog items are evaluated for a
release and incomplete items are put back to theProduct Backlog
C. The Scrum Team disbands immediately

D. The complete Sprint Backlog is put back to the Product
Backlog
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three requirements must an administrator consider when
using Provisioning services to manage an Active Directory
machine account of a device? (Choose three)
A. The console user must be a member of the Domain Admins group
B. The 'Active Directory machine account password management'
option must be enabled on the vDisks
C. The farm security must use Active Directory groups instead
of local groups for authentication
D. The 'Enable automatic password support' option must be
enabled on the Provisioning services host
E. The stream service account must be a member of the Domain
Admins group
F. Machine account password changes must be disabled for the
target devices
Answer: B,D,F
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